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Hi Uli, How would you recommend installing Twonky? Do you think it is possible to install the
older version of Twonky 8 on a server running 10.5 (corresponding to an older Ubuntu? It will

be a great help if you could provide a step by step video tutorial to the latest version of
Twonky, thanks. Hi Uli, Please can you suggest why when I run the update command in the

original tutorial to update to twonky 7.0.x it always says it is a new release and I should
download it? Also if I leave it to do it overnight does it give me the option to upgrade or I still
have to download it? Thanks Hi Uli, I have installed Twonky on an old NAS that is no longer

connected to the internet, and the update from the.tgz file works OK, but at the end it says "
The Server is already at the latest version" but its the version on my machine, as the NAS is
no longer connected to the internet, so I cant really contact the web interface - I have tried

various suggestions, but none seem to work. Is there something I need to do to make it
update to the latest version? Hi, I have a portable NAS which i get from

http://www.mycloudv.com.tw/index.php?m=content&c=item&a=view&itemid=890. It has
Twonky 7 installed. Now its twonky 8 is released, can i install twonky 8 on the NAS? I tried it
all, and I actually prefer zonky for simplicity's sake. I am switching my install to zonky from
Twonky. I thought it was a good OOSe though I will probably go back to Twonky eventually.

BTW, does zonky have the add-on you spoke of? If I were you, I would just stick with TWONKY.
It has the features that you are looking for, and will not deter you from updating to the most

recent version without fear that your network won't work. I am having a challenge getting the
Zonky installer to work at this point. All my installs of TWONKY have worked fine.
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With the exception of having to create my own Twonky Users, all is working fine so far. I will
be editing my xorg.conf tomorrow, or as soon as I can get my hands on the document. I need

to get my Vivitar Wildcat to connect via firewire. I've been reading about adding a firewire
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mac address to the config. I'm really just wondering if anybody can confirm that its right for a
Vivitar Wildcat? Just a quick question. I've been using Twonky for a while now and I've had the
best results (and it works nicely) with something called a Moma. Would a Moma be better? Or

would I need a KuroBox Pro? I'm running the twonky 8.3 with the FW 2.30.166 on my WD
MyCloud EX4800. TWL is in the GUI too in the address field. No problem but the size of the

"name" field of the three fields is too big, also the "description" field of the two boxes are also
big. I have a DNS-325 with Twonky 7.0.9 and want to upgrade to Twonky 8.4.0.1 and see if

there is a fix for Twonky 7 to run also. When I run the software that update from source
folder, I get this error:

/usr/local/lib/twonky/var/twonky_plugins/wds/internet_streamer/http_streaming/httpd.ini Hi, I
have an older version of the DNS-325 running firmaware 2.09.64 and I want to upgrade to
Twonky 8.4. I have downloaded and run the Twonky 8.4.0.1 installer but when I run twonky

the 2.09 firmware is still installed along side with the newer one. What should I do to replace
the old version? I have installed twonky 8.4.0.1 to my DNS-325 running on firmware 2.10.64.

Upgraded like it was an external player from 7.1.7 to 8.4.0.1 now its on firmware 2.10.64. The
two players have different interfaces. Different? Want to have two simultaneous music

libraries? Same interface both sides of the firewall all the time? Seems pretty simple but I'm
stuck at this point. I think I'm running a special firmware version from twonky? I think there is

a way to control the firmware version I am running. 5ec8ef588b
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